INTRODUCTION
advantage: it was at least free to try to adapt its actions to its
principles. The eighteenth century, as R6musat observes,1 is
perpetually playing a part. " There is a whole ^ system ^ of
customs and prejudices to which outward conformity and Hp-
service must be given, whatever be the inner conviction.
Nothing, therefore, was ever done consciously: man became
a dual being, divorcing his actions from his reason and ideas,
and attaching no conviction to the former, no importance^to
the latter, so that his philosophy was largely mixed with
frivolity," Not so the nineteenth century: however limited
the field of its speculation it was at least sincere, consciously
seeking for an outward embodiment of its philosophical
systems. Its frequent revolutions have been put down to fickle-
ness : it would be truer to see in them a pathetic, if often
foolish and clumsy, searching after a system more in accordance
with its desires and aspirations.2
If the Revolution dominates the nineteenth century as an
event, so does Rousseau as a thinker, so that virtually every
other thinker has to be classed as favourable or hostile to him.
His influence is twofold. As the equalitarian of the Discours
sur rinegalite he represents in the century an intuitive semi-
mystical approach to political problems, which may be termed
romantic, with its threefold expression of national Messianism,
humanitarian democracy, pantheistic non-Catholicism.3 He is
never without disciples, although the zenith of his influence
necessarily coincides with the rise of mystical Radicalism in
1830 and 1848, and again in the early years of the twentieth
century.
The dominant Rousseau is, however, not the humanitarian
but the ruthless Jacobin of the Contrat Social; and of his
influence very few nineteenth-century thinkers were altogether
1	Critiques et Etudes* i., p. 91.
2	b" France remains what it was in the days of Louis-Philippe, Louis XIV.,
Louis XL, Philip the Fair—a government by permanent officials, recruited
from the middle class, and embodying the ideals of the middle class—a
Bourgeois Bureaucracy" (A. L.Gu&ard, Beyond Hatred, p. 25),
3	See Guerard, Modern French Prophets, pp. 118-128.
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